**CONDITIONAL I: would + infinitive**

Look at the sentences. When do we use **CONDITIONAL I**?

I *would like* to live abroad.

*Would you like* some coffee or tea?

I *would buy* a condominium or a detached house if I *had* a lot of money.

I *wouldn't do* that if I *were* you.

---

**We use CONDITIONAL I**

⇒ if we want to express something in a friendly way

⇒ if we ask polite questions

⇒ in if - clauses (type 2)

---

**CONDITIONAL II: would + have + past participle**

Look at the sentences. When do we use **CONDITIONAL II**?

If you *had sung* at the party, we *would have come*.

She *would have stayed* in the USA if she *hadn't got* all her family in Europe.

She *would have married* him if he *had asked* her to become his wife.

---

**We use CONDITIONAL II in if - clauses (type 3).**